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Abstract 
 
Adaptive structures and interactive buildings components have become an 

increasing demand of contemporary architecture. However, in order to design 

this kind of adaptive systems, basic knowledge of interactive flexible 

buildings is essential. Although tremendous changes Iraqi built environment 

has been dealing with, given products that didn't consider occupants' 

changing demands and activities  as well as the variable environmental 

conditions. The paper aimed to present non-traditional solutions to create 

adaptable working environments able to interact in motional behaviors. To 

do so number of fundamental interactive architecture principles been 

presented to help architects acquaint the user needs to involve motional 

transformations in the built environment; starting with presenting definitions 

for the term interactive-architecture, moving to Mechanisms of interactive 

architecture reviewing dynamics and terms that provide the architect with the 

essential knowledge on interactivity techniques. Also, it describes different 

trends to apply adaptivity and flexibility in the architecture environment, 

introducing the fundamental principles of the interactive architecture and 

how to achieve flexibility in buildings and the appropriate use of building’s 

elements to produce a multifunctional usable space that can interactively 

response to the occupants demands. For this purpose, main concept of the 

paper has been presented in form of innovative example which is an 

“Industrial plastic production plant HQ-building” designed by the author in 

Diwaniya-Iraq as a case study to highlight the most substantial points of  
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dealing with transitional spaces. In this context, the paper carries on to 

explain vital highlighting on points that directly deals with what been 

explained previously, what have been applied and why haven’t for the ones 

that couldn’t be achieved. Concluding a number of notifiable matters 

concerning the project construction, operation and futuristic plans and how it 

effects the occupants. 

 
Keywords: Interactive, Adaptive, Flexible, Mobility, Adjustable, 

Convertible. 

 

1 Introduction 
 

When the world took the highway through the new technologies to an 

interactive efficient kind of life, we certainly got to have the type of 

buildings that fits this kind of living to create appropriate environment that 

encourage the inhabitant and inspire them. Simply put, we got to have a 

building that can go wherever our tasks take it, to change with the rising 

demands and shape itself to contain the event its floor is about to witness. 

However, this cannot be done in a one-way manner of feeding, more like a 

conversation as the user have to understand the building abilities and how it 

reflects back to his demands offering flexibility, efficiency, functionality and 

comfortable functionality. 

 

2 The Concept of Interactive/Adaptive Architecture 
  
Interactive architecture as it’s significant ability to change and adapts can 

be found under various names and here we’ll mention, a term used by[1-

7].Varying by meaning and included properties and details. 

To understand what the concept interactive architecture might means we 

have to go through the concept of interactivity and what exactly does it refers 

to in architecture, where this term has been used in many different 

orientations and gives various meanings according to the orientation it 

adopts. The term also interferes with different terms falling in the same 

context and gives a similar concept in different ways of applications and how 

complicated they are, but still keeping the same core conception. And here 

we’ll tend to put the simple and clear definition for the “interactivity” is 

essential to reach an understanding for what is the interactive architecture. 

The term interactivity was repeatedly used in the modern cultures 

particularly when it comes to the new media and computers field, and 

generally the term often looks vogue and mostly used to express a product or 

a service that uses the computer technologies. And thus, an organized, clear 

and solid definition must be put to express the “interactive”. 

Interactivity is defined as “the operation consisting of related and 

corelated actions between two or more interacted elements. And by that it’s a  
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double-sided stream, a response, relation, and mutual & shared changing”. 

Interacted elements are often changed or altered during the interactivity 

process. And from another point of view this definition could be more in 

deep by adding a variable step into the interaction where some reactions 

tends to be more interactive than the others, and this step of interactivity 

depends on the amount of exchanged information between the elements and 

the amount of change occurring to the interacted elements[2]. 

Sheizaf Rafaeli presents one of the earliest explanations to the term 

interactive where he defined it as “a changing being expressing a particular 

chain of communications exchanging between two elements or any third 

element (later) and any transmitting or (letter) related to the step mentioned 

by the preceding exchanging till the initiative transmit”[4]. Refaeli also 

pointed to the importance of distinguishing between the interactive and the 

other two-way variables (connection types) and the reaction. And refers to 

the necessity of knowing the practical classification of the connection type 

that occurs between two or more elements to clearly understand the concept 

of this complicated term, for where a message sent between the elements in 

two unconnected directions it would be a two-way connection. While it 

would be a reaction connection if each message was related and connected to 

the previous message only. And if this relationship is more complicated and 

each sent message was related to more than one previously received message 

then we’ll deal with an interactive connection as showed in the (Figure 1). 

 

 

 
Figure.1: Transportation of information: A - two way, B – reaction, C – educated 

response 
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According to the previous we can define interactivity as “a measurable 

variable occurs only when the connected element has the ability to connect 

it’s responses with former information previously received that can stimulate 

it’s direct response. And the amount of reaction increased by increasing the 

number of previously received messages that are to be used to form the 

response in certain moment”. 

The roots of those concepts returns to the cybernetics which assumes that 

the system actions in a certain environment causes some changes in this 

environment, and the change becomes clear and realized by the system by the 

information or results, which makes the system adopts the new terms and 

changes it’s behavior in accordance. This corelated circular relationship 

represents the core of the interactivity [2] and to achieve interactivity two 

vital components have to exist: 

 

 Aware element (Sensor). 

 Appropriate action taking as an interactivity element (actuator). 

 

Communicating between people is the simplest form of interactivity and 

gives the main concept of the exchanging and effecting for it is an action and 

reaction between a person and another or a group of people, another example 

of interactivity is the person communication with the environment, architect 

Robert Kronenburg sees that humanity success depends on our ability to act 

and react, we realize and analyze situations and reacts to them appropriately. 

We might not do the right things all the time but the human history shows  

that we often do what’s relatively right and enhance our situations 

constantly[5]. 

As for architecture interactive term represents an embodiment to the 

concept of communicating between man and building, and between building 

and environment as there always was an Influential and affected, action and 

reaction between elements, and this interactivity generates a bond between 

the elements effects both of the connected elements positively or negatively, 

this effect amount depends on the reaction scale. Interactive design is 

essentially a result of technologies advancement that makes new building 

work strategies possible and constantly enhance them, the main point of 

those enhancements is to produce a more efficient and sustainable buildings 

that can offer more convenient environment for the user, which will lead to a 

responsive user that can deal effectively with the building. 

Interactive architecture by the above can be defined as “a building or part of 

it that got the ability to perform an active continuous dialogue with its 

occupants and the surrounding environment[7]. the expression “dialogue” 

was used to express the way interactivity defined by the “conversation 

theory” (a theory of cybernetic suggested by Gordon Pask in 1976, puts a 

knowledge frame to explain the communication concept and how it leads to 

knowledge forming).This concept was developed by other theorists. 
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Other architects like Othman Haque sees that interactive architecture is a 

system that must define the interactivity as a loop or it would be just a 

“response” not an “interactivity”. As interactive system is a multi-circular 

system in which the person gets into a conversation, a mutual continuous 

construction of information by using feedbacks. And since individuals 

interacts with architecture so they must be taken as merely users, they must 

consider as participants[5]. And by that we here want the occupants of the 

building to have feel their contribution to organize the building, a perfect 

way would be through occupants to form their spaces by a dialogue with the 

environment, and this will offer potentials and results that fits the desired 

goal[4]. And by the above we can deduce a definition for the interactive 

architecture as it’s a form changing flexible and property-changing 

welcoming that dynamically take reincarnation for the occupant desire as an 

active response by the use of it’s intelligent systems, the architecture that’s 

built on the conversation concept not only responsive or adaptive as it’s the 

art of buildings a relationship between building parts and occupants, essence 

of this interaction is depends on the individuals and the tools they use to 

build their own environment forming their own cloud of feelings and 

experience of architecture, forming various new bonds and responsibilities 

between people and their living environment. 

 

3 Flexibility in interactive/adaptive Architecture  
 

Lingually flexibility is the easy changing of a thing to suit new 

conditions. (Oxford English Dictionary Online), while in architecture 

flexibility is “The architectural field that’s concerned with the continuity of 

the building functioning even with the changing in functioning terms, by 

transforming it as it can continue to meet new requirements[3]. Friedman 

also took up flexibility as “ allowing the user to take part in design decision 

making, providing it with design and management tools to be able to 

optimize his varying needs and requirements[7]. 

Also flexibility in interior interactive spaces is represented in the 

response for requirements and needs changing from time to time, where 

changing and renewing understood as the capability to systematically reform 

to make the best choices which help finding a flexible modern solutions that 

can meet the varying needs of the occupants whichever their activities were 

synchronically with them, by forming various substitutes on the functional 

level and by this space concerning the physical aspect is “the adaptive space 

that can fits the changing needs of occupants, offering the capability to 

provide each individual with minimum appropriate essential efficiency on the 

building as a whole and on the interior space and ability to respond to the 

individual desires through time, in addition of the constructional designed 

structures that can keep up with the space use duration not only during the  
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design process but with the after use performance evaluation, requiring a new 

dynamics that can make the space balanced and solid during the different 

forms and stages of use”. 

Such spaces can be limited and confined by furniture choices which must 

be selected carefully due to it’s potential effect on the use type and activity 

varying, it’s recommended to make use of flexible furniture units that can be 

used as partitions separating spaces to be used as libraries for example or the 

ones that are easy to move around that can be relocated and distributed in 

space, and use of multi-function furniture, the term flexibility has some 

vocabulary that can enhance the interior space efficiency. 

 

3.1 Flexibility in Spatial Forming (Space-Function) 
 

It’s an expression of the conceptual and applicant human effort and a rig 

and formation or reformation to the spatial form and is represented by the 

spaces that can be multifunctionally used to offer their users more various 

different purposes options instead of the basic single function. This got many 

aspects that we can enlist as below: 

 

3.1.1 Interchangeability of Space (Versatility) 
 

It is the simplest form of functional flexibility, meaning to versatile the 

place of use by interchanging their voids, a uses deletion may occur or they 

to be added on account of other uses according to the occupants changing 

demands, like the increasing demand on space or the increment of the users 

in the single space, and here a considerations must be taken into mind like 

the privacy or the user movement inside the space guaranteeing the occupant 

comfort physically and psychologically. And that requires to design 

multifunctional interiors that can be altered easily without any problems with 

the construction structure, distributed in form of light easily assemble and 

disassembled partitions, this called the (Spaces Reemployment).  

 

3.1.2 Long Term Adaptability 
 

It is the space ability to adapt and regenerate and adopt new updated 

technologies when available, also it means the capability to add/remove 

interior partitions without distorting the interior general form or keeping it 

from doing it’s essential functions this contains concepts such as (Re-

Allocation) that means to change locations of the partitions and add 

separating elements to create new spatial forms, imposed by social and 

technical variables that create new functions connected by the new priority 

ladder.To achieve this harmonization those terms must be considered: 
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 Space dimensions and area to be studied accordingly with the functions 

to be performed in it. 

 Spatial merge, those functionally integrated in particular. 

 Interior space design study and supplement with the required doors, 

windows, lighting, power outlets and any other needed equipment to 

meet the variety of the futuristic uses.  

 

In (Figure 2) showing the distribution of tough areas, in No.1 we notice a 

narrow facing elevation while in No.2 space was left unpartitioned, where we 

can easily split in various ways while No.3 can be made into separated units. 

Clearly No.4 shows large area rooms that can be compacted into comfortable 

spaces with increased design efficiency in terms of interchangeability and 

tasks varying. While No.5 show the long length narrow room.  No.6 shows 

the furniture distribution and orientation in flexible way to facilitate the 

natural lighting to flow right into the space and to make use of it. And No.7 

shows the furniture units that has a distribution order that forbids the lighting 

amounts to flow into the space in addition of its obstruction to ventilation. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Shows the Flexibility in the shape & orientation of the interior 

space 
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3.2  Mobility, Choice & Accessibility 
 
This explains the individual chance and its independence to carry on with 

any action he might select among the two choices in a way that no external 

conditions limits his choice, where all the incorporated spaces public and 

combined wouldn’t run by a limited users and available for everyone to 

maneuver and self-select what to do with the space the way he sees fit. 

Spatial analyzes show how the movement lines and visual fields and spatial 

planning effects the face to face interactions in range of working space by 

effecting the motion and visualization sharing, also spatial planning 

analyzing shows it’s main features: Connectivity and Integration, and how 

they effects the behavior properties inside the environment as study 

distinguished three types of behavior data in the transitional spaces included: 

employees movement on the path, face to face interaction and the unofficial 

meetings and notices in addition of mentioning spaces selection that facilitate 

movement and accessibility inside the building: 

 

 Space Configuration 

 Space-Function fit out 

 Migrating work environments  

 

4 Variety 
 

A variation of (public, private) space using and functions (official, 

casual) is what we’re about when we mention variety under flexibility, 

variety in using is an essential key for other various levels like space shapes 

diversity (hard, easy regions) with functions diversity to attract users in 

different times for different reasons that offers rich mixture of perception, 

also the Mobility contribute assisting the Choice, Variety and Accessibility, 

(Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Variety and it’s using variables,  
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And in few words’ flexibility inside office buildings spaces for instance 

can be achieved a number of various working environments should be 

provided in appropriate manner to support a group of working events 

functions such as:  

1- Focus work spaces: by providing quiet zones to focus on work out of the 

public reach and movement. 

2- Collaboration spaces: by offering various settings that contains official 

and casual working spaces for the use of the small staff groups by 

supporting merge and social blending by providing various casual spaces 

that can contain work and socializing that encourages unofficial 

collaboration and creativity. 

3- Learning spaces: it’s preparing a workplace to be educational and 

learning supportive and to be mentoring by providing one-on-one E-

learning. 

4- Technical spaces: like speakers, sound masking devices and white noise 

acoustics and virtual telecommunicating equipment and related 

technological gears. 

 

5 Flexible Systems 
 

Represent the temporary on-demand working zones distributed inside the 

space, providing them with comfortable environmental supplements as 

furniture, lighting and thermal, including temporary use areas such as: 

- Meeting space for those who need working points to focus on certain 

working session. 

- Reception space to host contractors who need to accomplish a limited 

time job with the team. 

- A quiet isolated space for those who need a more secluded space away 

from their team to focus on certain parts of the work or in case of other 

spaces malfunctioning so they can use those spaces to temporarily get the 

job done. 

  

5.1  Architecture Details 
 

The study of [4] indicated a set of markers concerning flexibility in 

buildings and the tools to bring it to life, those can be classified into: 

 

1. Physical components including (walls & partitions) as vertical elements 

and (floors & ceilings) as horizontal elements 

2. Connections and movements components (doors & windows) 

3. Complementary elements (furnishing & furniture) 

4. Aesthetical supplements (texture & color) 
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5.1.1 Physical Components 
 

     5.1.1.1 Walls & Partitions 
 
It is the vertical planes that determines and surrounds the inner space, 

their main structural function is to hold the roofs in addition of their job to 

guide the user inside the space and to contain his activities, they are of a vital 

importance due to their great visual isolation ,they are often a set of bearing 

walls (shear walls) and partitions used in a building to define offices, rooms, 

areas and even rest zones. As for the interactive space partitioning it depends 

on which walls can be manipulated and altered flexibly without causing a 

structural problem and which are fixed and cannot be moved. 
Also, there’s a set of variables that effects the walls and partitions in the 

interactive space which are: 

 

 Type of materials used : Regular materials or smart materials. 

 Design specifications : mixing the above materials types to achieve 

design/performance goals. 

 Height of the walls & partitions: this varies according to the function the 

units are meant to perform. 

 While the study of [4] had another way to categorize partitions according 

to the way they look and weather they were transparent (in open office 

plan) or solid (private offices) in addition of the semi-transparent.  

 

5.1.1.2 Floors & Ceilings 
 

 Floors: the main interior space flexibility regarding floors can be 

achieved by selecting the finishing according to the function to be 

performed by the space in terms of (texture, look, durability, absorption 

of heat and sounds, comfortability, ease maintenance and cost.  

 Ceilings: the most important components after the walls that can 

surround and define spaces dynamically and visually.  The different 

types and patterns of ceilings can be used to achieve different goals like 

defining spaces/zones, provide natural lighting/ventilation, control the 

amount of crossing sunlight and solar gains and provide 

reflective/illuminous planes. 

  

As for interactive spaces a various pattern of ceilings can be used to 

achieve flexibility and adaptive performance due to their harmonic properties 

that can support efficiency of the building as an integrated whole, we’ll 

mentioned three most commonly used types: 
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 Fully glazed roofs: used to achieve a natural skylight and view effects in 

addition of their vocal properties. 

 Solid roofs and glazed clerestories: used to achieve enclosed space 

patterns to keep the space mostly isolated from the outer space in 

addition of controlled use of natural lighting by using side openings and 

windows rows supported by louvers. 

 Partially glazed and solid roofs: this can define a solid wrapped space 

with a ratio of 20-30% of the total roof area to be glazed as skylights to 

provide natural lighting and by this a certain zones can be distinguished 

to control the glazed areas inline with the function and nature of usage to 

determine weather it’s to be used as lighting or involve ventilation as 

well.  

It’s vital to mention the new modern ways ceilings are evolved to using 

smart materials. 

 

5.1.2 Connections and Movements Components (Doors & 
Windows). 

 

Represented by connection elements and dynamics that characterized 

with visual and physical continuity, their main job is to connect interior 

spaces with each other or an inner space with outside, they are the 

transitional parts that intersect with walls and give the building shape, form 

and define inner spaces and their properties. Doors are important parts of 

building that must be selected and located carefully weather it was a newly 

design building or in rehabilitation works, model, style, swaying type of the 

doors gives the main form for movement openings in addition of the isolation 

capabilities a door must have. While windows are the main transitional parts 

that can determine the inner space efficiency and visual connections with 

outside and with other inner space, different sizes, glazing areas, style of 

opening sliding and ventilation techniques makes various windows styles in 

addition of different glazing types specially the advanced high technology 

kinds gives a powerful performance for the building openings and envelope 

as a whole to avoid energy loss and consumption reducing.  

 

5.1.3 Complementary Elements (Furnishing & Furniture) 
 

Electing inner space elements are of vital importance due to their main 

role of determining usage type and manners, comfortability, mobility and 

most importantly flexibility, also it must consist of clean, hygienic flexible 

parts that can be moved and relocated to give extra flexibility for the space, 

as an office buildings, study declared furniture using can be classified into 

two patterns: 
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 Den pattern: a flexible organized furniture that can offer ease of 

reforming and altering inner space providing extending capabilities and a 

moderate isolation and privacy for open panning working environments. 

 Club pattern: an organization system that gives higher level of privacy by 

using flexible elements (privacy screen) that can be opened or shut 

closed secluding the working zone. 

 

Furnishing has many details and accessories that can’t be completely 

covered here but we’ll mention the important ones for our subject in order to 

highlight the role of them in achieving flexibility in interactive spaces: 

 

 Signs: symbols or indications that can lead path or assist zone identity, 

those can be altered to reform a new space zoning and usage by using  

different colors or lighting or even LED indicated path lines to guide 

through users in conferences or exhibitions. 

 Graphics and presentation: those can be used wall mounted or hanged 

from the ceilings of by glass partitions to brief ideas and definitions or 

even working plans or announcements. 

 Boards: in both types of ordinary (chalk-pin-white) and smart boards to 

show opinions notes and ideas.  

 Technology: technical gears including magnifying tools and 

announcements techniques and high-tech sidewalks, floors and ceilings 

in addition of furniture.  

 Plants: to add a natural comfortable touch into the space that can be 

distributed in boxes or lines defining a path or guidance into certain 

zones. 

 

5.1.4 Aesthetical Supplements (Texture & Color) 
 

As for the texture it represents the surfaces smoothness and can be 

distinguished visually and by touch, sensing this can utilized to express 

separation between two zones by contrasting from smooth to rough or from 

glossy to dim surfaces and according to the demand of the interactive space 

or by using paint and cladding by using various materials with different 

texture properties by using it as a motion (the floor or handrails texture) or 

sensed texture (walls and cladding). It’s recommended not to use too many 

textures to maintain unity and contrast and avoid losing sense and track of 

the semantic patterns. While color is a silent language represented by the soul 

to soul speech as (Eugène Delacroix) prefers to phrase it, so it’s vital that the 

design deals directly with colors of the interiors utilizing it to provide 

psychological comfort and spacious for the inhabited voids not merely in 

terms of furniture and walls but even with lightings and shades. It’s clear 

from above that physical and complementary components are vital criteria 
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when designing interactive spaces determining their flexibility and 

organization in terms of form, zoning, interchangeability and architectural 

details concerning its major role in social and psychological effects on 

inhabitants by using optimum preferences to support the productivity and 

efficiency of the inner spaces in buildings. 

 

6 Mechanisms of Flexibility in Adaptive Architecture 
 

As a result of the advanced technologies and capabilities available at 

mean time, the employment of adaptive architecture is more than it was in 

the past.As the development in the architectural field can be achieved as it is 

observed that adaptive parts as part of the whole, integrated with the building  

not independent or separately. The employment of adaptive architecture 

takes over from the absolute movement of the building and its parts to the 

interior remodeling of space and function and its mechanisms are used in 

buildings that are effective in terms of shape, light weight and flexibility 

taking into consideration the diversity of the functions and goals of the 

building.  Adaptive architecture is divided into two categories: "pragmatic" 

and "human". The pragmatic applications of adaptive architecture are 

concerned with solving problems, finding optimal solutions to them, as well 

as the effectiveness of space, shelter, security, transportation, safety, and 

economic terms. The human applications of adaptive architecture are 

concerned with aesthetics and the psychological and physical impact of 

changes in the architectural environment on users. Adaptive trends in the 

architectural environment are divided into six categories that address 

pragmatic or humanitarian considerations, or both, as explained below. 

 

6.1 Adjustability 
 

To design a building to be adjustable we got to make sure the stuff inside 

such as furniture, fixtures and equipment can be easily reconfigured to cope 

with the changing tasks and user demands. The high frequency of changes 

may relate to the user, environmental conditions or the technology. 

Adjustable solutions provide a more efficient space to work with in addition 

of increasing user comfort (shape and configurability of furniture and 

fixtures for example). This can actively reduce the need for new equipment 

for different tasks and increase the user control over their space in terms of 

light levels, furniture and volume of the space itself. A lot of examples can 

be found in various sectors but particularly where users engage in variety 

kinds of tasks in the same zone, such as industrial, educational, health care. 

For example (Mossbourne Community Academy) provided flexible  
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adjustable desks that conceal computers allowing them to be multiple 

purposes and the dining hall is equipped with collapsible furniture. 

 

6.2 Versatile 
 

Versatility is one of the most common adaptability types, can change the 

spatial layout of a room. Such changes may be achieved by variations in 

activities or tasks, organizational structure/philosophy, ownership or users. 

An organization can avoid costly equipment changes and reduce disruptions 

with lighting, services and acoustics that can be easily configured. Spaces 

can be easily rearranged to address different tasks (after-hours or special 

events for example), new function patterns (open plan, hot-desking for 

example), or a change in the number of occupants (permanent or temporary 

fluctuations for example). Various building’s physical parameters can form 

the versatility of a space including: location and number of columns, the plan  

style and depth, the total area, the location of lighting, acoustics, services and 

the movability of furniture, fixtures and walls. The changes primarily affect 

the “things inside”, “space plan” and service layers. Prefabricated steel lattice 

frame were used by the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts (SCVA) to provide 

a 35m span of uninterrupted zone of open space by 135m in length. The 

versatility of the space is supported with the employment of movable study 

rooms, display cases, partition screens, and stands (Figure 4). 

 

7 Refitablility  
 

To put a refutable design involvement of performance changing must be 

considered by altering it’s services, space or skin. There can be caused by the 

changes in regulation/laws, environmental conditions, technologies or 

materials. The changing and displacement of components often requires 

access through the equipment and space layers. The most irritating 

complication lies within the overlapping that often exists between the 

existing service system and other layers (like structure or skin). Designing 

“the potential” to change a building skin and capabilities so that they can deal 

an improved levels concerning thermal performance in order to decrease the 

risk of malfunctioning due to climate change would be a good example of a 

refitable design strategy, the designers here should consider the various 

lifespans of components and the way they are to be replaced (by construction 

or deconstruction processes). The design of the building detailing is 

extremely important to locating shafts and gaps to enhance refitability over 

lagging or overlapping thus limiting the contact points between systems[9]. 

As energy efficient buildings become more and more attractive to 

occupiers, it’s becoming increasingly important to offer the owners of the 

buildings to change the settings and performance preferences of their 

buildings. Previously mentioned SCVA is a good example of refitability in  
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terms of cladding solutions based on a group of parts with five types of 

panels: solid or grilled, flat glazed, and rounded solid or glazed (Figure 5). A 

single person can quickly unfasten the six connections and refit new panels  

due to the human proportional scale and connection type that reduce the 

construction time and cost.  

 

 

  
Figure 4: Large, open interior 

space of SCVA Courtesy 

Katherine Wall 

Figure 5: Exterior view of cladding for 

SCVA Courtesy Katherine Wall 

 

  

 8 Convertibility 
 

Convertible refers to a change in use triggered by alteration in the 

ownership or occupancy, social demands, market. Many buildings are 

converted to cope with new functions, even though such a change was not 

intended or taken in consideration for the building to perform when it was 

originally designed. Conversion can vary from easy (as between similar 

structural typologies like short, wide span) or across types with sophisticated 

planning. Switching between types works more frequently in one direction 

(office to residential for example). Physical elements and their location and 

capacity (like services, circulation, acoustics, floor loadings) can determine 

the capacity of multiple conversions. The simplest tactic that can allow for 

increased later loadings is to provide higher than necessary for the first use, 

other parameters can be critical for such cases including plan depth and total 

usable area, storey height and structural grid. Many considerations required 

for the conversion of office-buildings to residential or hotels like location and 

number of service cores when originally designed, as it might require more 

penetration points for services and other new rising needs. 

Victorian Mill buildings and 1960’s office buildings are good examples 

in the UK for buildings been converted to residential use. Also Tate Modern 

in London is of the most famous examples of adaptive buildings that been 

converted from power plant to museum. However, some buildings were 

designed with further changes of function in mind. As the case for thte 3D  
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Reid’s Multi-space concept was developed to enable use alteration by the 

building owners.  

Another example of a convertible design is Segro’s Energy Park in 

Vimercate near Milan (Figure 6)which was designed to be used either as an 

office building, laboratory, store, or a warehouse. As an investor developer 

with a long term interest in the building, Segro considered adaptable design  

as a key piece of it’s investment strategy for responding to changing 

occupiers demands. 

 

8.1 Scalable  
 

It refers to the building’s capacity to change size, the ability to add or 

subtract the building’s spaces vertically or horizontally. The concept of 

designing a scalable building is appealing in particular to finically limited 

organizations, plans of growth or uncertain need of future space 

requirements, As the company may repeatedly change size due to various 

social, market or budget conditions. Different elements will have to be 

considered depending on the addition: 

 

 Vertically (for example additional loads for the slabs and foundations, 

access plan and building height, type of roof structure) 

 Horizontally (for example plot density, service capacity and circulation). 

 

Adding on to a building can be achieved by the use of simple shapes or 

modular components, as well as sustainable materials that can be easily 

replaced in the future. A good example for that is the National Health Service 

NHS in which they introduced “Nucleus hospital programme” due to the 

limited capital financial spending which included that small-scaled hospitals 

could constructed with a standard template of 1000 square meters blocks, 

those would house a nucleus of futuristic expandable departments at a later 

date when the capital funding become available[8]. Another example of a 

scaled designed structure to be part of a more large scaled master plan is the 

Lounghborough University/Civil & Building engineering building which is a 

part of a modular tartan grid master plan but could be expanded as not all the 

provisions were stacked as envisioned. The added irregular shape was not 

following the original grid, but exploited beneficiaries of the building’s 

physical features: the square outline, shape of the perimeter columns, 

structural redundancy, absence of load bearing walls, foundations, and the 

ability of removing the modular exterior facades (walls, windows). (Figure 7) 
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9 Movability 
 

It’s the rarest of all types and the least to occur but could be necessarily 

utilized under certain conditions and building technologies, simply is the 

change of location. As changes in market, environment or even political 

variations continue to arise an increasingly growing sense of a “should every 

building last a long time in a single location?” took place considering certain 

building typologies lend themselves to transient conditions-events like 

(festivals, concerts and theatre) demanding an easy setup and quick removal. 

An additional space for a certain event of variation in occupational capacity 

can be provided by temporary enclosure of exterior space. Worthy to  

mention is that “movability” is heavily tied to “refitability” type, chosen 

structural solutions, plot density and scale of components.  Some notable 

examples of movable buildings can be found here and there, British Antarctic 

Survey’s Halley VI research station is one of the famous ones. (Figure 8) 

It was literally designed with legs and skis enabling it to periodically 

move around the ice sheets which it sits on slowly moves out to sea. 

However, while movable designed buildings are rare and far between, it’s not 

unusual for certain parts of buildings to be designed as mobile and movable. 

The Igus factory in Cologne for example included pods performing as stand-

alone office that can move around the factory’s floor as business shifting 

processes. 

 

 

 

 

                Figure 6: SEGRO Energy Park 

               Courtesy James Pinder 
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Figure 7: Extension (left) onto the existing building  

(right)Courtesy Swanke Hayden Connell, 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Movable module of the Haley VI project 

Courtesy Hugh Broughton Architects, 
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   Table1. Project descriptions 

 

 

                          Industrial plant for plastic production 

 

Designer: Waleed S. Alawsey 

Construction Engineer: Labeeb Saadon Alyassiry 

Project description 

 

The project consisted of two parts: 

 

The fixed part represented by the industrial plant, the product-machine 

units, labor residency units, administration sections and vertical movement 

parts. 

The mechanical transitional parts were the front lobby that acts as an 

office hall containing reception and marketing and financial department for 

the plant that can transform into a double volume bubble that can hold double 

the occupants and might use the extra space as a stage or an exhibition of the 

new and updated products, to hold events and conventions in such a 

sophisticated advanced manner that can reveal the administration support for 

the local industry development and innovation. 

As the transitional adaptive section of the building have been designed to 

perform multi functions and tasks, various number of attachments and 

equipment was provided and built as an adaptive system that could be 

manually overridden by the owners to take a certain form to perform a 

specific task. Those advanced technological gears can be updated/maintained 

by accessing it from above at certain shafts, the system can serve as jacks and 

hooks that can lift stuff to hang them around making moving furniture and  

 

partitions an easy task to do, a number of sliding screens and many 

distributed speakers and sound systems. This mix of aluminum and ETFE 

material has gave the space the required lighting and transition into the 

outside forming an active zone that can be partially closed/opened allowing 

the right amount of light to pass by the ETFE. (Figure 9) 
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               Section A_A (In) Section A_A (Out) 

 

  

          First floor plan               Project Site 
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                                     3D modeling showing the mechanical moving mass 
                                          Figure 9: Industrial plant for plastic production 

 

 

10 The Practical Study 
 

  Through our study of the subject an (industrial plant for plastic 

production) design was requested from our design bureau and through the 

design process a major design conflict rose up and had to be dealt with in a 

more sophisticated manner other than isolating or putting stuff into the 

backyard or hang it upstairs, it started with the question of which is more 

important a hall for conventions and marketing events which is sort of 

temporarily used, or the permanent use represented by the office and the 

plant management which itself could demand expansions or futuristic 

additions, this all being on the table, our study here was like a blessing to 

inspire the kind of solution needed to provide the requested capacity without 

sacrificing any of the functions features and don’t let the location of them to 

be effected, at the start of it was hard to convince the client but after 

previewing our point of view and using sections and plans to express our 

ideas we’ve reached an agreement that we take the new adaptive design as a 

tool to achieve functioning goals.    (Table1) 
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11 Results of the Practical Study 
 

  Mechanisms of Flexibility are defined from the selected project in the 

practical study: 

 

 Adjustability: It has designed specifically to handle modifications and 

transformation to handle more than one function, those changes usually 

generated originally from the owner demands to offer an inviting 

environment and break the rule of dusty traditional industry building, an 

adjustable space that can easily changing from strict office building to a 

party hosting hall, an exhibition room or even a mini-market hosting 

other local factories products in certain events etc. it can also change it 

form in response to the outer environment states as it equipped with a 

thermal and radiant treated materials to achieve better environmental 

performance. 

 Versatile: is one of the most common adaptability types, can change the 

spatial layout of a room. 

It’s of the best features to put in a space that is mostly exposed to 

development and function shifting in addition of being the front façade 

of this industrial plant, it offers the right equipment to handle lighting 

changing, sound distributing, announcements revealing and even 

furnishing modifying in an easy fluent manner than reduce extra costs in 

traditional spaces when they’ve been put in such situations. 

 Scalable: It refers to the building’s capacity to change size, the ability to 

add the building’s spaces horizontally. Adding a sliding/moving mass 

that can convert some outside space making it an inner welcoming 

environment consisting of aluminum alloy and ETFE transparent gave 

the building a dynamic soul, a feeling of the space that tends to grow 

beyond its boundaries and real floor area to not only handle the extra 

number of visitors but to give them an inspiration and a reason to raise 

their camera’s up leading to a side kind of free advertisement the 

industry and its products could make great use of it. 

 

12  Conclusions 
 

 Architecture’s main assignment is to serve human at best no matter how 

simple or sophisticated his demands might be, and it’s racing towards 

meeting the fast developments in other life fields, in that context 

buildings cannot be as static as they were made earlier, as a matter of fact 

it got to be so flexible to take new transformations at any time the 

occupants demands shifting. 

 Many projects that got potentials in futuristic developments can use 

adaptive design to handle the changes that might occur to their spaces,  
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and by that the initiative costs might be effected but on the long term this 

would conserve lots of time, effort and costs being designed to adapt and 

transform equipped with the required gears or prepared to have them 

installed directly. 

 Spaces with various equipment may be layering with other buildings 

systems, for that a fully integrated design must be put to work as 

integration here would be the key to make the useful flexibility function 

well as desired yet sustainable and power conserving. 

 A building does not have to be stacked fully with advanced technologies to 

be flexible, offering functional flexibility in specific part/s can give a 

dynamic performance that can made use of in the best interest for the 

building owners. 

 Studying flexibility and interactive building techniques can be an active 

treatment for the cases of temporary used spaces and left empty rest of 

the time, to perform as daily functioning zone and to handle extra tasks 

that requires transformation and changes in the space form itself and in 

its furnishing, however we can’t apply all of the flexibility techniques as 

one might be holding solution to the targeted situation in the design. 
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